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NOTE:This book will not include access code. Following in the tradition of the first seven editions,
the goal of this successful, issues-based textbook, Chemistry in Context, is to establish chemical
principles on a need-to-know basis for non-science majors, enabling them to learn chemistry in the
context of their own lives and significant issues facing science and the world. The non-traditional
approach of Chemistry in Context reflects today's technological issues and the chemistry principles
within them. Global warming, alternate fuels, nutrition, and genetic engineering are examples of
issues that are covered in Chemistry in Context.
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I would never buy this ridiculously overpriced digital textbook if my school didn't require it.While the
book was as advertised, the price was too DAMN HIGH for a DIGITAL FILE.Just another example
of textbook companies ripping off poor college students. Thanks!

I really did not like the online portion associated with this book. Book itself is alright, and I'm glad I
was able to rent it. My 3 stars is mostly due to the terrible nature of the online portion, which you
have to buy in addition to the book.

This book was for my online chemistry class. The price was great compared to some of the other
sites I order my text books from. The book arrived in perfect condition. I found it easy to read and

understand. When it comes to understanding a chemistry class online with little to no teacher
helping, simplicity is a must. The charts and illustrations are easy to follow.

E textbook not really worth it. The online practice problems are somewhat helpful but the system is
too problematic to receive a good review. Cannot view the appendix or even the glossary as far as I
can tell. You would think for the price I paid I would be able to view the book in its entirety. Also, the
website is incredibly hard to find if not immediately bookmarked. I usually have no issues with
etextbooks and enjoy their convenience, but this purchase has me thinking twice about them.

the book is informative and fairly well written, It helps understanding the concepts learned in class.

great book good condition only problem no in fo on how to return rental when its time to any help

Along with my awesome professor my chem class for non-majors was the highlight of my year.

I got the lab book not the manual. Also it looked really used
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